Net Removal Operations Report
Barb Taylor and Tim Gerrodette as CIRVA members, March 26 & 27, 2018
Purpose of the trip:
Meet with personnel on Operation Milagro ships (Farley Mowat and Sharpie) and Museo de
Ballena ship (Narval) to see whether net removal effort can be standardized in terms of
‘nets/unit effort’ for comparisons across time. The need to standardize effort was identified
when it was discovered that twice as many nets had been retrieved by Sea Shepherd operations
in February 2018 than in February 2017, and the cause of this difference was unclear.
Executive summary:
The trip resulted in several conclusions and recommendations detailed below and summarized
here:
1. It is not possible to standardize effort across time because the nature of net removal
evolves like a cat improving its hunting methods and the mouse improving its ability to
evade capture.
2. Substantial illegal fishing continues and further imperils vaquitas.
3. Net removal is reducing the risk to vaquitas by removing large quantities of net from
areas that are known to be frequented by vaquitas.
4. All parts of the totoaba net need to be destroyed or clearly marked to prevent future
use. Parley (a private company recycling and supporting eco-friendly products) removes
the nets, but floats and anchors remain in local storage, making them vulnerable to
theft.
5. More time could be spent on net removal if the recent regulation to cut totoaba into
small pieces was revised to allow the net removal teams to follow the previous practice
of cutting buches (swim bladders) into small pieces and disposing of the remaining
carcass intact.
6. More data should be recorded from salvaged totoaba to support studies of species
biology and identify optimal times and places to search for nets (as a way of improving
efficiency of the net retrieval program). Fish measurements (weight, sex, reproductive
status, description of stomach contents) should be taken routinely and once permitting
issues have been resolved, genetic sampling and collection of otoliths should also be
pursued.
7. Analysis of available data on salvaged fish should be encouraged to increase
understanding of the effects of the illegal fishery on the totoaba population.
We identify the evidence that led to these conclusions and recommendations by numbered
point within the text.
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Net retrieval operations:
Two groups are working to remove nets: the Museo de Ballena and the Sea Shepherd
Conservation Society’s campaign named Operation Milagro. We were able to meet with both
collaborative groups but report on their operations separately below.
Museo de Ballena discussion with Enoch Rizo (Captain of the museum’s ship the Narval,
pictured) and Ricky Rebolledo (National Marine Mammal Foundation)

Search method: The Narval docks nightly in the harbor of San Felipe. Therefore, search areas
need to be nearby and are generally transects close to shore north of Machorro (probably
within 20km north of San Felipe). Searching is done using both the ship and a RHIB (the
Narvalito). The Captain (Enoch Rizo) works from the RHIB and uses a fish finder to search for
nets. Once a net is located, the ship pulls a hook perpendicular to the net and pulls the net and
anchor onboard. There are 5-6 crew plus Navy and either CONAPESCA or Profepa personnel
onboard. We were unable to observe operations as this group did not go out because of wind
on both days of our visit.
Other observations: This is the first year the Narval has been active during the totoaba season.
The crew are mostly experienced fishermen or have been advised on how fishing nets are set.
The nets are set perpendicular to the currents, so even if a transect line is being run and is not
in that direction, the ship will maneuver to spend most of its dragging time moving against or
with the current and then making course corrections to cover the area of the transect line. The
bags of net had been removed to go to Parley before we got there, but they had 7 bags and
reported the retrieval success as quite variable (5-10 nets on a full day).
They had been given a tip that nets were being set in the intertidal zone, so on one day they
retrieved 10 nets about 500m long from that area. The conversation made clear that net
removal operations were continually adjusted to match the evolving strategies of the totoaba
fishermen (point 1). These bucheros do not want to lose either their nets or their fish, so they
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watch what the net retrieval boats do and adjust their own strategy to try to outwit the net
retrievers. Apparently, high wind times when the net retrieval and enforcement boats are
known not to be out (all can be seen in the harbor) are considered by the fishermen as good
times to service their nets.
There was concern about the fate of anchors and floats. Anchors are stored in a yard (fenced?)
in the Dorado housing area. They are not marked or recycled so they are vulnerable to being
stolen and used again in the totoaba fishery (point 4). All anchors appeared to be locally made
and were of two main types: a small curved U-type anchor and a larger T-type anchor with
multiple spades. Concern about the floats stemmed from seeing some old floats on newer nets
suggesting that some of the old floats (which are not taken in by Parley) are finding their way
back into use. Not clear where these old floats are stored.

Anchor types with T-type in foreground and smaller U-type in background.
Operation Milagro
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Farley Mowat (FM)
Search method: The two Operation Milagro ships work together more closely and choose the
area to work according to (a) time elapsed since they last worked an area and (b) tips received
concerning illegal activity. The Operation Milagro boats are larger than the Narval and usually
stay overnight on the fishing grounds. Therefore, they are able to work in areas farther from
San Felipe than the Narval can. Patricia Gandolfo Cantineira is the campaign lead and most of
the discussions we had were with her and Thomas Le Coz the Captain of the FM. The FM
currently has no functional radar, though it is being repaired, so the search method was a
combination of a Simrad fish finder and towing a grappling hook. They also were aware that
nets are set perpendicular to the current and so did their searching and towing into or downcurrent. Effort is concentrated in the area identified by CIRVA as the ‘exclusion zone’ for
enhanced totoaba enforcement. This zone is based on past net recoveries from Operation
Milagro but also covers any detected illegal activities all the way to the beach plus other areas
reported to be experiencing illegal activities.
Typically, the FM both tows a grappling hook and watches the fish finder. Nets are found
sometimes with one or the other and sometimes with both. Therefore, it might be feasible to
carry out a mark-recapture analysis to estimate the number of nets missed by both, and
therefore the total number of nets on the trackline of the ship (point 7).
Search efforts by the FM last year consisted primarily of finding nets by watching panga activity
at night with radar, aided by drone observations. This year, however, the ship is searching
systematically at night with the fish finder and grappling hook with transect lines 200m apart.
The locations of nets are recorded for removal during the day. Whenever possible, further
searching is carried out during the day with fish finder and grappling hook. In addition, Patricia
and Thomas agreed that their accrued experience in both finding and efficiently retrieving nets
meant that effort between years was not comparable. They also noted that fishermen were
changing their tactics, further complicating comparisons across years (point 1). For example,
illegal fishermen seemed to be using shorter nets and setting them in shallower waters, both of
which allowed quicker retrieval and less chance that they would be removed by Operation
Milagro. They also reported seeing numerous nets that were made up of several different nets
sewn together (see example below), as if netting was in short supply and old nets had to be put
together with new ones.
The number of nets pulled was also reported as variable but averaged more than 5/day in
recent weeks. The anchors were a mix of both types and photos of a single week’s worth are
truly staggering (see photos) (point 2).
Net length is estimated by measuring between the top floats and then counting the floats. We
were able to go out with the FM from about 1pm to 10pm on March 26. We observed a net
pulled just north of Machorro that contained 30 dead and 3 live totoaba. Length was recorded
for the dead totoaba but no other measurements or biological samples were taken. The
carcasses were each cut into 5 pieces and disposed of overboard, following new regulations (by
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Profepa) . Patricia, a SSCS crew, and a Navy officer worked for 2 hours to do this slow and
bloody job. During that time, much more data and samples could have been obtained from
these fish including genetic samples, weight, reproductive status, stomach contents, and
otoliths to estimate age (points 6 & 7). Another net was located during the short trip out to
dispose of the fish in deeper water But we were unable to work that net while the carcasses
were being cut up. It is not clear what, if any, benefit might come from cutting the fish into
small pieces. The procedure last year was to cut out the buche (swim bladder), cut it into small
pieces, and dispose of these small bits and the otherwise intact fish overboard. The new
process only seems to slow the process of net removal and should be reconsidered (point 5).

Patricia with 26 dead totoaba. Right photo shows the net, which measures approximately 2-3
meters from the top float line to the bottom. 3 different kinds of net panels (shown as different
colors of net, have been sewn together and there are different kinds of floats suggesting
scavenging of old nets to form this patchwork net.

The process of chopping each fish into 5 pieces lasted for 2 hours. Only length measurements
were obtained from these fish.
Sharpie
Search method: The Sharpie had working radar and a less sophisticated Garmin fish finder and
it also towed a grappling hook. Captain Frasch consulted with Patricia and Thomas to
determine the area to search. Weather permitting, the Sharpie continually monitored radar
during the night to note positions of likely illegal net setting/tending. Net retrieval took place
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primarily during daylight using the fish finder and towed grappling hook, like the FM but
working in a different area. Net retrieval efficiency seemed similar to that of the FM.
Other observations: The Sharpie reported seeing lots of night panga activity within the area
where no pangas should be operating for any reason at night. They reported times of increased
activity with one night having around 40 pangas active (point 2).
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Enforcement:
We had the opportunity to meet with the new Navy commander (Comandante), Contralmirante
Héctor Capetillo López. Enoch called him from the Narval and the Comandante came right
over. We explained our purpose and that we were posting net retrieval data on the IUCN
Cetacean Specialist Group website each month so that the public could follow what was going
on during the totoaba season. I mentioned that we could post enforcement activities and he
seemed interested. He has been in San Felipe for one month. He has a history of both
successfully reducing cartel activities and in working in natural reserves (the Revillagigedo
Islands). He said they were working on increasing enforcement actions in the Machorro
mountains, where bucheros (totoaba fishermen) are hiding and deploying nets from land. He
related a recent incident where an arrest was attempted and as they chased the panga, buches
were thrown overboard giving authorities the option of stopping for the buches and losing the
criminals or catching the criminals with no remaining evidence of their crime.
Comandante Capetillo also related a recent incident when they were arresting some fishermen
for illegal fishing inside the Vaquita Refuge and were met at the beach in the harbor by
hundreds of angry fishermen with rocks. The Navy personnel had to shelter behind shields and
because of strong civil rights laws, could not defend themselves with weapons. It finally took
shooting into the water to stop the beating of Navy officials. Such incidents are likely to
enhance the status of illegal fishermen locally and embolden them even further.
Conclusions:
We concluded that effort between years cannot be standardized because of the
understandable efforts by both net retrievers and illegal fishermen to improve their efficiency
(point 1). It is a necessarily evolving relationship similar to predator/prey adaptation. Although
it is not possible to say whether the current level of illegal fishing differs from last year’s, it is
clear that a very large illegal fishery continues right in the area of highest vaquita detections in
the October 2017 VaquitaCPR effort (point 2). The quantity of nets and anchors being removed
and the large number of dead totoaba being recovered is very worrisome for the continued
existence of vaquitas.

Anchors pulled in 7 days of effort on the Farley Mowat in mid-March. The anchors are along
both sides of the back deck of the ship.
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Bags of cut-up gillnet destined to be used by Parley.
It is also clear that the concentrated effort of 3 ships pulling nets has reduced the overall risk to
vaquitas and is having an impact on the illegal fishing (point 3). The fact that some fishermen
have resorted to setting nets in the intertidal zone where they can be rapidly retrieved and are
less subject to removal efforts because they are in such shallow waters means that illegal
fishermen are feeling the loss of equipment and totoaba in other more traditionally used areas
near the net removal operations close to San Felipe.
Given the short time we visited the area, we were unable to gain insight as to why enforcement
is not preventing nets from being deployed. We did see a few large pangas being checked by
officials at the San Felipe port boat ramp and departing with a few fishing rods even though the
winds were very high (25 knots). All net retrieval ships and enforcement boats were in the
harbor. Allowing pangas into the transit zone north of Machorro is likely an issue and with
corvina season effectively over, consideration should be given to closing this area to any panga
traffic. There should be follow-up on the use of genetic evidence and increasing the allowed
use of force so that the Navy can do its job. It is unimaginable that poachers could be stopped
in Africa if enforcers were not allowed to use force to apprehend criminals.
Everything possible should be done to improve the efficiency of net removal, including reducing
the time it takes to process salvaged totoaba (point 5). Clear justification is needed as to why
the old procedure of destroying the buche and discarding the remaining totoaba carcass was
not sufficient. In addition, efforts should be made to gain as much information as possible from
the dead totoaba (point 6). Measurements and samples could be taken while the searching and
retrieval efforts continued. Permits will be needed to allow genetic sampleing and otolith
collection, but the acquisition of measurement data could be initiated immediately with
adequate training. Stomach contents of the totoaba should also be examined and potentially
sampled or saved. Data also need to be analyzed to improve understanding of how the number
of totoaba caught per net changes from year to year, within the season, and spatially (point 7).
Such analyses would inform net retrieval search patterns.
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